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(g) Integrated transaction information processing systenu

(g) A central prtx^essing apparatus (3), a distri-

buted processing apparatus (4), and a transac-

tion processing tenminal (5) constitute a

transaction processing system. A central pro-

cessing apparatus (6), a distributed processing

apparatus (7), and an infbmiation supply termi-

nal (8) constitute an infonmation supply system.

Tliese systents are mutually connected. A cus-

tomer data base (62, 72, or 43) stores customer

attributes or service information for each cus-

tomer. A service information conditioning file

(72 or 42) stores target cummer conditions for

the resp^^tive service. The transaction proces-

sing terminal (5) will communicate with the

central processing apparatus (3) and the like to

perform the transaction process for the cus-

tomer who visits the branch of the finandat

institute, and at the same time, to retrieve the

customer data bases (62, 72), and the file (72)

belonging to the information supply system so

as to display service infonnation on the display

(53).
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The present invention relates to an Integrated In-

formation processing system in which a transaction

processing system of, for instance, a financial institu-

tion is mutually connected to an information supply

system thereof. More specifically, the present inven- s

tion is directed to an integrated information process-

ing system suitable for performing a process request-

ed by a person and simultaneously for quickly supply-

ing information fitted to the person.

In general, the conventional transaction process-

ing system ofthe financial institution and the conven-

tional Information supply system have been indepen-

dently constituted as a separate system. In the con-

ventional transaction processing system, the normal

transaction process can be merely performed and the

transaction content requested by the customercan be

merely checked. On the other hand, in the terminal

unit of the information supply system, the financial

market infbrmatbn and the financial service informa-

tion are merely provided to the respective customers.

As described above, in accordance with the con-

ventional system architecture, no specific care is tak-

en to supply various sorts of financial information to

the respective customers, while utilizing the transac-

tion terminal units of the branches at the financial in-

stitutions. Furthermore, the staff member at the

branch executes the normal transaction to the cus-

tomers who visit the branch, but at the same time,

cannot supply such a financial information suitable for

needs of these customers, namely cannot provide a

careful service to these customers.

For instance, there has been described in JP-A-

62-111348 such a computer integrated system that

different sorts of data bases are used in the plural

computer systems. However, no description is made

that the transaction processing system of the finan-

cial Institution is combined with the informatton sup-

ply system thereof.

An object ofthe present invention is to provide an

integrated information processing system capable of

simultaneously and quickly providing a transaction

processing operation and sales information to a cus-

tomer in a transaction terminal unit installed at a

branch of a financial institution.

Afirstaspect ofthe present invention is to provide

such an integrated information processing system for

retrieving sales information corresponding to a cus-

tomer and also customers having the same sales in-

formation, thereby to output the retrieved sales infor-

mation.

Asecond aspect ofthe present invention istopro-

vkle an integrated Information processing system for

retrieving sales information of a customer belonging

to the same customers, thereby to output the re-

trieved sale Information.

A third aspect of the present inventton is to pro-

vkje an integrated infornnation processing system for

retrieving sales Information fitted to a condition of a

customer, thereby oulputting the retrieved sales in-

formation.

In the drawings

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates an overall ar-

rangement of an integrated information process-

ing system according to one embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 2 schematically represents a detailed ar-

rangement of the respective apparatuses env

ployed in the integrated informatton processing

system shown in Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 schematically shows an example of an ar-

rangement for a customer data base employed in

the integrated Information processing system of

Fig. 1; .

Fig. 4 schematically Indicates an example of an

arrangement for a service Informatbn file env

ployed in the integrated information processing

system of Fig. 1;

Figs. 5A and 5B are flow charte for explaining

processing operations of information supply ac-

cording to the integrated informatton process

system of Fig. 1;and

Figs. 6A and 6B are display screens of designa-

tion for contente of transaction process and of

designation for sales information retrieval.

An integrated Infbrmatton processing system ac-

cording to one preferred embodiment of the present

invention will now be described in deteO with refer-

ence to the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 1 schematically shows an overall arrange-

ment ofthe integrated Information processing system

according to the embodiment of the present Inven-

tion. In Fig. 1, a transaction processing system 1 Is

connected via a communication network 9 to an infor-

mation supplying system 2. The transaction process-

ing system 1 includes by a central processing appa-

ratus 3. a plurality of distributed processing appara-

tuses 4 connected to the cenb^l processing appara-

tus 3 through the network 9, and one or more trans-

actfon process terminal unite 5 connected to each ap-

paratus 4. The information supplying system 2 in-

cludes a central processing apparatus 6, a plurality of

distributed processing apparatuses 7 connected to

the central processing apparatus 6 through the net-

work 9, and one or more information supply terminal

units 8 connected to each apparatus 7. The terminal

unit 5 is instelled at a branch of a financial institution

and operated by a staff member, whereas the termi-

nal unit 8 is instelled at a corner of the branch and op-

erated by a customer and a staff member. Also the

distributed processing apparatuses 4 and 7 are Instal-

led at the branch, and are connected via a transmis-

sion path 10 such as a LAN (Local Area Network) to

the terminal unite 5 and 8, respectively. The central

processing apparatuses 3 and 6 are instelled ata cen-

ter of the financial Institute, and are connected via a

communtoation network 9 to the distributed process-
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3 EP0567 291A2 4

ing apparatuses 4 and 7 provided at the respective

branches of the financiai institute. It may be con-

ceived that the distributed processing apparatuses 7

and the terminal units 8 of the inforn^tion supplying s

system 2 are integrally formed to constitute a work-

station.

Fig. 2 schematicaliy indicates a detailed arrange-

ment of the central processing apparatus, distributed

processing apparatus and terminal unit shown in Fig. io

1.

In the transaction processing system 1, the cen-

tral processing apparatus 3 includes a processing unit

31. a general ledgerfite 32, and an interface unit 33.

Further, the processing unit 31 includes an overall 15

conM unit 311 for controlling an entire portion of the

central processing apparatus, a file processing unit

312 for accessing the file 32, and a data transmit-

ting/receiving unit 313 for transmitting/receiving data

with the interface unit 33. The disbibuted processing 20

apparatus 4 includes a financial services file 42. a

customer data base 43, and an interfece unit 44. The

processing unit41 includes an overall control unit411

for controlling an overall portion of the distributed

processing apparatus, a retrieve processing unit 412 25

for retrieving a financial service from the file 42 and

the customer data base 43, and a data transmit-

ting/receiving unit 413 for transmitting/receiving data

with the interface unit 44. The transaction process

terminal unit 5 includes a processing unit 51 , an inter- 30

face unit 52, a display 53, and a keyboard 54. The

processing unit 51 includes an overall control unit 511

for controlling an overall portion of the terminal unit,

a data transmitting/receiving unit 512 for transmit-

ting/receiving data wit h the interface unit 33, a display 35

processing unit 51 3 for controlling the display 53, and

an input control unit 514 for controlling the keyboard

54.

In the information supply system, the central

processing apparatus 6 includes a processing unit 61 , 40

a customer data base 62, and an Interface unit 63.

The processing unit 61 includes an overall control unit

611 for controlling an overall portk)n of the central

processing apparatus, a retrieve processing unit 612

for retrieving customer data from the customer data 4$

base 62, and a data transmitting/receiving unit 61 3 for

transmitting/receiving data with the interfoce unit 63.

The distributed processing apparatus 7 includes a

processing unit 71 , a financial services file 72, a cus-

tomer data base 73, and an interface unit 74. The 50

processing unit 71 includes an overall control unit 711

for controlling an overall portion of the distributed

processing apparatus, a file processing unit 712 for

retrieving a financial service from the file 72 and cus-

tomer data from data base 73, and also a data trans- 55

mitting/receiving unit 713 for transmitting/receiving

data with the interface unit 74. The information sup-

ply terminal apparatus 8 includes a processing unit

81, an Interlace unit 82, a display 83, and a keyboard

84. The processing unit 81 includes an overall control

unit 811 for controlling an overall portion of the termi-

nal apparatus, a data transmitting/receiving unit 812

for transmitting/receiving data with the interface unit

82. a display processing unit 813 for controlling the

display 83. and an input control unit 814 for controiling

the keyboard 54.

In Fig. 2, the customer data base 62 stores per-

sonal information of all customers who opened ac-

counts with a financial institution, and the customer

data base 43 or 73 of the distributed processing ar>-

paratus 4 or 7 stores, In principle, only a portion ofthe

personal information of customers who opened ac-

counts with the branch of the financial institution

where the apparatus 4 or 7 is installed, namely per-

sonal Information portion of only the custonrters who

have financial accounts in the branch.

As shown in Fig. 3, a record of the customer data

base for each customer has such columns as an iden-

tifier, a customer name, a group, characteristics, a

transaction state, assets, and sales promotion. In the

columns of the sales promotion, there is stored either

a code, orthe name ofa financial service used forthe

sales promotion to the customer, e.g., a campaign

service for a certain term. These are previously de-

termined based on the customer's characteristk^s,

transaction states, and assets of the customer (will be

referred to a "customer attribute" as a general term).

In case that there is no sales promotion to be reconrv

mendable for a customer, the columns of the sales

promotion remain empty. Customers are grouped on

the basis of life stages and/or life styles to obtain

group codes of these customera, and these group

codes are previously registered in the group column.

An identifier, a name, and an attribute of a cus-

tomer are stored in the customer data base 43. An

identifier, a name, a group, and a sales promotion ser-

vice to a customer are stored In the customer data

base 73. That is to say. the information stored in the

customer data base 43 is different from that of the

customer data base 73.

As represented in Fig. 4. the financial services

files 42 and 72 have such columns of service nunv

here, service names, service contents of a term, a

rate, etc. and condltk)ns of customers for sales pro-

motion. The customer condition implies a condition of

a customer layer for a service to be provided. One or

plural customer conditions are previously registered

in the f9es 42 and 72 for each service. With these

services files as well as the customer data bases, the

same information may be stored in the files 42 and 72

of the distributed processing apparatuses 4 and 7.

Otherwise, the different information may be distribut-

ed and stored into the files 42 and 72. depending

upon the services.

Referring now to Figs. 5Aand 5B. an operation of

the integrated information processing system accord-

ing to the embodiment ofthe present inventton will be

3



5 EP0 567 291A2 6

described.

In the customer data base 62, for instance, finan*

cial services such as a campaign services for a cer-

tain term are previously stored in accordance with the 5

customer attribute for the respective customers, in

case that customer layers who can become promo-

tion targets are clearly recognized, the custonfiercon-

ditions are previously stored in the services fies for

each service. Furthermore, the custonters are previ- io

ously grouped, if possible, based on a constant basis

such as a life stage and a life style, and then the

codes of the groups are registered into the respective

customer records. When the customer data base is

updated, the customer record is transferred via the 15

communication network 9 to the distributed process-

ing apparatuses 4 and 7 based on the branch of the

financial institute where an account has been opened.

in case that a customer visits a branch ofa finan-

cial institute to request a transaction process, a staff 20

member at this financial institute branch performs the

transaction process by utilizing the transaction proc-

ess terminal unit, and at the same time, designates

the retrieval of information about the financial servic-

es, so that the financial services to be promoted for 25

the customer is displayed on the display ofthe termi-

nal unit

More specifically, the staffmemberat this branch

designates a transaction screen from the keyboard 54

of the terminal unit 5, so that an image used to dee- 30

ignate the content of this transaction as shown in Fig.

6A is represented on the display 53 under control of

the overall control unit 511 (step 101). While looking

the image, the staff member enters from the key-

board 54 both of the contents of the transaction such 35

as the branch number, the deposit number, the trans-

action item, the transaction section, and amounts,

and also a service information adding code for desig-

nating whether or not the financial services to be pro-

moted to the customer should be displayed (step 4o

102).

Under control ofthe control unit 511, the terminal

unit 5 judges whether or not the adding code is des-

ignated (step 103). If this adding code is not designat-

ed, then the terminal unit 5 communicates with the 45

central processing apparatus 3 via the distributed

processing apparatus 4 using the customer data base

43, so that only the norma! transaction process is car-

ried out (step 130). If the adding code is designated,

then after this transaction process, an image used to so

designate the retrieve condition of service informa-

tion shown in Fig. 6B is displayed (step 104). While

looking this image, the staff member inputs from the

keyboard 54 the content of each item such as the

code thereof with respect to a retrieval condition as 55

the financial service, the customers and the files

(step 105).

Under control of the control unit 51 1 , the terminal

unit 5 Judges the entered retrieval conditions. When

the financial services corresponds to the campaign

promotion, the customer corresponds to one coming

into branch, and furthermore the file corresponds to

the information supply system file (a process path de-

fined by step 106, step 107 and step 108), this termi-

nal unit 5 will communicate via the disbibuted proc-

essing apparatus 4 towhich this terminal unit 5 is con-

nected, with the distributed processing apparatus 7 of

the Information supply system 2, or with the central

processing apparatus 6, if necessary. As a result, the

terminal unit 5 retrieves a customer record from either

the customer data base 73 or 62 to thereby read out

the sales promotion set therein (step 1 09). A decision

on which of the data bases 62 and 73 is to be search-

ed, is performed on the basis of the branch number

of the customer inputted at the prevtous step 102. in

otherwords, ifthe branch numbercorresponds tothis

branch, the customer data base 73 of the distributed

processing apparatus 7 is searched, whereas if the

branch number corresponds to another branch, then

the customer data base 62 in which all the customer

records have been stored is searched. The sales pro-

motion services which have been retrieved in the

above-described manner, are represented on the dis-

play 53 under control of the control unit 51 of the ter-

minal unit 5 (step 110).

Subsequently, the terminal unit 5 judges the re-

bieval condition entered at the above step 105, and

conrvnunicates via the distributed processing appara-

tus 4 with the distributed processing apparatus 7 or

the central processing apparatus 6 under control of

the control unit 511 in case that the financial services

condition is a specific one, the customer condition is

an unspecified customer, and the file condition cor-

responds to the information supply system file (a

process path defined by step 106, step 111 and step

112) . Then, this terminal unit 5 retrieves the customer

record in which the designated specific services has

been set as the sales promotion services, from any

one of these customer data base 73 and 62 (step

1 1 3) , and displays a listofcustomernameson the dis-

play 53 (step 114). Also in this case, a decision on

which of the customer data bases 62 and 73 is

searched, is performed on the basis of the branch

number of the customer which has been entered at

the step 1 02. In case that the retrieval condition input-

ted at the step 105 is such that the financial service

condition is a specific one. the customer has an ac-

count at another branch, and the file condition is the

information supply system file (a process path de-

fined by step 106, step 111, and step 115), all of the

records of the customer data base 62 of the central

processing apparatus 6 are searched (step 116), and

then a list ofcustomer names of the retrieved custonrv

er records in which the designated specific services

have been setforthe sales promotton, is displayed on

the display 53 (step 117). It should be noted in this

case that the customer records for a group of prade-

4



7 EP0 567291A2 8

termined branches may be searched.

Next, when the retrievai conditbns inputted at the

step 105 is given that no service is designated, the

customer is such a customer who visits the branch of s

the financial institute, and the file corresponds to the

information supply system file (a process path de-

fined by step 106, step 118, and step 119), the termi-

nal unit 5 will communicate with the distributed proc-

essing apparatus 7, and the central processing appa- io

ratus 6, if necessary, via the distributed processing

apparatus 4 under control ofthe control unit 51 1 . First,

this terminal unit 5 reads out the customer attribute

(i.e., customer characteristics, transaction stats, and

assets condition and so on) registered in the custom- is

er record for this customer from the customer data

base 73 or 62. and t hereafter compares the customer

attribute with the sales possible customer conditions

registered in the respective service records of the

service file 72 to sequentially read out the names of 20

financial services which can satisfy this condition

(step 120), and also to display a list of the sales pro-

motion services on the display 53 (step 121).

Then, when the retrievai condition inputted at the

step 105 is such that no service is designated, the 25

customer is an unspecified customer for the branch

of this financial institute, and the file corresponds to

the Information supply system file (a process path de-

fined by step 106, step 118. and step 122), the termi-

nal unit 5 will communicate the distributed processing 30

apparatus 7 and the central processing apparatus 6,

If required, via the distributed processing apparatus 4

under control ofthe control unit 511 in order to retrieve

the customer records which hold the same customer

group code as the customer record for the customer 35

having the account at the branch, from the customer

data base 73. or 62 (step 1239). and also to display a

list of this sales promotion services on the display 53

(step 124).

While the operation example of the information 40

supply process to the customers according to the in-

tegrated Information processing system of this enri-

bodiment has been described, ifthe transaction proc-

essing system file is designated as the objective file

at the step 105 shown In Fig. 5A, a sImOar process to 45

the above information supply process may be carried

out by utilizing financial service file 42 and the cus-

tomer data base 43 of the distributed processing ap-

paratus 4. Alternatively, a careful service ofsupplying

the financial Information may be provided to custom- so

ers under control ofthe overall control unit 811 byway

of the information supply terminal unit 8 in a similar

manner to that of the terminal unit 5.

As described above, the information about the fi-

nancial service is outputted via the display process- 55

ing unit on the display of the terminal unit However,

it would be apparent to a person skilled in the art that

a voice processing unit and a speaker may be enrv

ployed Instead of, or in the addition to the above-

explained display processing unit and display unit In

this case, such a financial service information could

be acoustically supplied to customers. Although the

terminal unit 5 is operated by the staffnumber, a user

may designate the contents of bansaction by utilizing

a card or the like through the terminal unit In this

case, the addition code is automatically required and

the sales informatton is retrieved.

Claims

1. An information processing system comprising:

a personal data base including a plurality

of personal records, each of said personal re-

cords conteining a personal identifier and selec-

tively assigned information predetermined based

on personal attribute date;

a master file for storing a processing re-

sult; and

processing means responsive to a proc-

essing request conteining a personal identifier,

for performing said processing and updating said

master file, for retrieving a personal record from

said personal date base based on said personal

identifier, and for supplying the assigned infor-

mation ofthe retrieved personal record together

with the processing result

2. An information processing system according to

claim 1. wherein each of said personal records

further conteins a personal name, and said proc-

essing means further includesmeans responsive

to a retrieval request including the personal Iden-

tifier, for retrieving personal records each of

which has the same assigned Informatbn as that

ofa personal record conteining the personal iden-

tifier, from sakJ personal date bases and supply-

ing the personal names ofthe retrieved personal

records.

3. An information processing system according to

claim 1. wherein same of said personal records

further contein a group identifier, and said proc-

essing means further includes means for retriev-

ing a personal record having the same group

identifier as that having the personal identifier of

the processing request when the personal record

having the personal Identifier do not include the

assigned information, in response to said proc-

essing request, and for supplying the assigned in-

formation of the retrieved personal record, to-

gether with the processing result

4. An information processing system comprising:

a personal date base including a plurality

of personal records, each of said personal re-

cords conteining an identifier of a person and at-

5



9 EP0 567 291A2 10

tribute data of the person;

a master file for storing a processing re-

sult;

Information file for storing a condition with 5

which the attribute data should satisfy, and infor-

mation for said condition; and

processing means responsive to a proc-

essing request containing a personal identifier,

for executing said processing and updating said io

. master file, for retrieving a personal record data

nom said personal data base in accordance with

said personal identifier, for retrieving Information

from said information file in accordance with at-

tribute data of the retrieved personal record, and is

for supplying the retrieved Information together

with the processing result.

5. An Integrated information processing system

comprising: 20

a communication network;

an information supply host connected to

sard communication network, and Including a

master personal data base, for retrieving informa-

tion from said master personal data base in re- 25

sponse to an inputted retrieval command, there-

by to output the retrieved informatbn, said mas-

ter pereonal data base Including a plurality of per-

sonal records, and each of said personal records

containing a personal kientifler and selectively so

assigned personal Informatton;

a processing host connected to said conv

munication network, and including a master file

to store a processing result, for updating said

master file In response to an inputted update 35

command, thereby outputting an updated result;

and

a distributed processing apparatus Instal-

led ata branch, connected to sakl communication

network and a terminal, including a branch per- 40

sonal data base, and responsive to a processing

request inputted from said terminal, said branch

pereonal data base including a plurality of per-

sonal records related to said branch and each of

said personal records containing a personal iden- 4S

tifier and selectively assigned personal informa-

tion, said processing request containing the per-

sonal identifier, and said identifier containing in-

formation to identify said branch, said distributed

processing apparatus executing a processing, for so

outputting the update conmiand to saki process-

ing host, forjudging whether or not said personal

Identifier Is related to said branch, for retrieving

said personal information from said branch per-

sonal data base in accordance with said personal 65

identifier when it is judged that said personal

identifier Is related to said branch, for outputting

the retrieval command to said information supply

host to receive the retrieved pereonal information

when It is judged that said personal identifier is

not related to said branch, and for supplying the

retrieved pereonal Information together with the

processing result to said terminal in response to

the update result received from the processing

host

6. An integrated information processing system ac-

cording to claim 5, wherein each of said personal

records contains a personal name, and said dis-

tributed processing apparatus further Includes:

means for retrieving pereonal nanrtes if

pereonal records each of which has the same in-

formation as said personal information having

said personal identifier, from said branch person-

al data base in response to a retrieval command

containing the personal identifier.

7. An Integrated Information processing system ac-

cording to claim 5, wherein same of said personal

records contains an identifier ofa group, and sakl

distributed processing apparatus further in-

cludes:

means for retrieving assigned information

. of a pereonal record which belongs to the same

group as the retrieved pereonal record having

said pereonal Identifiersaid person belongs, from

said branch personal data base in response to

said processing request when retrieved personal

record having said pereonal klentifierdoes not In-

clude assigned Information, and forsupplying the

retrieved information together with the process-

ing result

8. An integrated information processing system

comprising:

a communication network;

an information supply host connected to

said communication network, and including a

master pereonal data base, said master personal

data base including a plurality of pereonal re-

cords, and each of said personal records contain-

ing a personal Identifierand the atblbute informa-

tion, for retrieving the attribute information from

said master personal data bass In response to an

inputted retrieval command, to thereby output the

retrieved attribute data;

a processing host connected to said conrh

munlcation network, and including a master file

to store a processing result for updating sakl

master file in response to an inputted update

command, thereby outputting an updated result;

and

a distributed information supply apparatus

installed at a certain business office and con-

nected to said communication network and a ter-

minal, comprising:

a business office personal data base In-

6
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duding a plurality of personal records relate to

saki business office, each of said personal re-

cords containing a personal identifierand said at-

tribute infbrnnation; s

an information file for storing a condition

with which the attribute inforniation should satis-

fy, and information which should be provided

when said condition is satisfied;

a distributed processing apparatus con- 10

nected to a terminal and responsive to a process-

ing request inputted from said terminal, said proc-

essing request containing the personal identifier,

and said identifier containing information to iden-

tify the business office, for executing a process- is

ing, for outputting the update command to said

processing host, for judging whether or not said

personal identifier is related to said business of-

fice, for retrieving said personal attribute data

from said business office personal data base in 20

accordance with said personal identifier when it

is judged that said personal identifier is related to

said business office, fbr outputting the retrieval

command to said information supply host to re-

ceive the attribute information when said person- 25

a! identifier is not related to said business office,

for retrieving information from said information

file In accordance with the retrieved attribute In-

formation, and for supplying the retrieved infor-

mationtogetherwlththe processing result to said 30

terminal in accordance with the update result re-

ceived from the processing host

7
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FIG. I
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FIG. 2
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FIG. 5A
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FIG. 6A
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